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Plaintiff XPAYS, INC. (“Plaintiff” or “XPays”) alleges as follows:

2
3

INTRODUCTION
1.

In or about January 2004, Richard Salomon obtained the exclusive

4 copyrights and other rights to sell, market and otherwise exploit a video depicting him
5 and Paris Hilton, his girlfriend at the time, engaged in intimate relations (the “Video”).
6 Mr. Salomon registered the Video, which runs approximately 37 minutes, with the
7 United States Copyright Office (No. PAu-2-780-223).
8

2.

In or about March 2004, XPays obtained rights to sell, market and

9 otherwise exploit the Video on the worldwide internet. Since then, XPays has
10 expended a substantial of amount of time and resources aggressively exercising and
11 enforcing those rights. Among other things, XPays has sent out press releases
12 notifying the public of the availability of the Video, created a website,
13 www.hotelheiress.com, to facilitate sales of the Video, and marketed the video to its
14 affiliates and others throughout the adult internet industry. Through its webmaster
15 affiliate program located at www.xpays.com, XPays has facilitated the sale of
16 thousands upon thousands of downloads of the Video. To join this program, website
17 owners from around the world have entered into individual affiliate agreements with
18 XPays which permits them to promote the Video on their own websites and share with
19 XPays the revenues generated therefrom. Each of these affiliates is instructed to
20 direct potential customers to www.trustfundgirls.com and www.hotelheiress.com, the
21 only two websites authorized by XPays to sell downloads of the Video. With regard
22 to this lawsuit, XPays has been assigned the copyrights and other rights necessary to
23 fully enforce each of the claims herein.
24

3.

The Video has become one of the most popular and profitable adult

25 videos of all time. It was reported earlier this year that over 600,00 copies of the DVD
26 have been sold to date. Because Paris Hilton remains one of the most famous
27 celebrities around the world, sales of the Video downloads also continue to be very
28 strong, and XPays fully expects to continue reaping substantial revenues and profits
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1 from those sales well into the future.
2

4.

With its unprecedented success, the Video has also become one of the

3 most illegally copied and exploited properties on the internet. In an effort to stop the
4 widespread, rampant copyright infringement and other violations of his rights to the
5 Video, Mr. Salomon filed a federal lawsuit in March 2004 in the Central District of
6 California against a number of website owners located around the world that were
7 commercially exploiting the Video without any rights to do so. Shortly after the filing
8 of that suit, which was widely reported and discussed throughout the adult internet
9 industry, the blatant copyright infringement and unauthorized exploitation of the
10 Video began to subside. In a nutshell, many in the industry decided that the risk of
11 being named in the lawsuit outweighed the money that they were unlawfully
12 collecting. The filing of the lawsuit also served to clarify any doubts that existed at
13 the time regarding ownership of the rights in the Video.
14

5.

Remarkably, over two years later, many website owners and operators

15 in the adult internet industry - - including the above-named defendants - - continue to
16 exploit and profit from the Video, this time fully aware that their actions are in direct
17 contravention of XPays’ well-established rights. As discussed further below, while
18 much of the unlawful conduct at issue in this lawsuit has occurred “behind the scenes”
19 and been considerably more subtle than the outright pirating of the Video that
20 occurred several years ago, the damage to XPays has been just as substantial. Driven
21 by sheer greed, the above-named defendants, several of which were also named
22 defendants in Mr. Salomon’s original suit, have unlawfully posted images from the
23 Video to secure paid subscriptions to their websites, have compensated popular search
24 engines such as Google and Yahoo to direct those searching for the Video to their
25 sites, have posted the Video for use by those who become paid subscribers to their
26 sites, have undercut XPays by offering the Video for lower prices, and/or have
27 profited from their affiliates who have been outwardly engaging in the same unlawful
28 misconduct.
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2

THE PARTIES
6.

Plaintiff XPAYS, INC. (“Plaintiff” or “XPays”) is now, and at all times

3 material hereto has been, incorporated in the State of Delaware and doing business in
4 the County of Los Angeles, State of California.
5

7.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

6 Defendant SK INTERTAINMENT, INC. (“SK”) is now, and at all times material
7 hereto has been, incorporated in the State of Illinois and doing business in the County
8 of Los Angeles, State of California.
9

8.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

10 Defendant ADULT PROFIT is now, and at all times material hereto has been, a
11 Danish business entity of unknown form and doing business in the County of Los
12 Angeles, State of California.
13

9.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

14 Defendant LUCINA, S.L. (“Lucina”) is now, and at all times material hereto has been,
15 a Spanish business entity of unknown form and doing business in the County of Los
16 Angeles, State of California.
17

10.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

18 Defendant WEB TRAFFIC, INC. (“Web Traffic”) is now, and at all times material
19 hereto has been, incorporated in Australia and doing business in the County of Los
20 Angeles, State of California.
21

11.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

22 Defendant TARASANT (“Tarasant”) is now, and at all times material hereto has been,
23 a Singaporean business entity of unknown form and doing business in the County of
24 Los Angeles, State of California.
25

12.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

26 Defendant VEROTEL MERCHANT SERVICES B.V. (“Verotel”) is now, and at all
27 times material hereto has been, a Dutch business entity of unknown form and doing
28 business in the County of Los Angeles, State of California.
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1

13.

Defendants ICG, SK, Adult Profit, Lucina, Web Traffic, Tarasant and

2 Verotel shall sometimes be collectively referred to hereinafter as “Defendants.”
3 XPays is still investigating the full extent of the unlawful conduct perpetrated by
4 Defendants and others against it. In that regard, XPays expects to name additional
5 defendants in this lawsuit as its investigation continues. XPays hereby alleges that
6 Defendants, at a minimum, have engaged in the following unlawful conduct:
7

INTERNET COMMERCE GROUP, INC.

8

14.

9 a

number

Defendant Internet Commerce Group, Inc. (“ICG”) owns and operates
of

popular

adult

websites,

including

www.femalestars.com,

10 www.femalecelebrities.com, and www.malecelebrities.com, that give its paid
11 subscribers access to view videos depicting celebrities engaged in intimate conduct.
12 Attempting to capitalize on the immense popularity and marketability of Paris Hilton
13 and the tremendous value of the Video, ICG has through various means exploited the
14 Video as if it were its own. For example, in April 2006, ICG prominently posted on
15 the main page of its website, www.celebrityhardcore.com, an explicit image of Ms.
16 Hilton from the Video directly above the captions “Secret Hollywood Sex Tapes they
17 didn’t want out” and “CLICK HERE FOR MORE!!” Upon clicking on the latter link,
18 visitors were informed that they could access the Video if they became paid
19 subscribers to the website. XPays is informed and believes that ICG posted the Video
20 on www.celebrityhardcore.com for use by its paid subscribers knowing full well that
21 it had absolutely no rights to do so. In addition to losing revenues from the unlawful
22 sales of the Video, XPays has been substantially damaged in the marketplace by the
23 confusion regarding the rights to the Video caused thereby.
24

15.

Through its website, www.celebritycash.com, ICG runs a webmaster

25 affiliate program to promote its celebrity sites. In an effort to sign up new affiliates
26 and motivate its existing affiliates to aggressively promote its sites, ICG posted an
27 explicit image of Ms. Hilton from the Video in or about August 2006 on
28 www.celebritycash.com as a “sample” of the content that visitors to another one of of
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1 ICG’s adult websites, www.femalestars.com, could access upon becoming a paid
2 subscriber thereto. Indeed, upon reaching the host page of www.femalestars.com,
3 visitors were specifically presented with the opportunity to “watch Paris’s intimate
4 home videos” if they became paid subscribers. XPays is informed and believes that
5 ICG, through this unlawful scheme, has increased traffic to www.femalestars.com and
6 to its other sites. In addition to losing revenue from potential customers led to believe
7 that the Video is posted on www.femalestars.com, XPays has suffered other damages
8 as well. Because ICG did not, in fact, make the Video available to paid subscribers
9 of this site, XPays has been substantially damaged in the marketplace by the confusion
10 regarding the rights to the Video and feeling of ill will towards the Video caused
11 thereby.
12

16.

As an unscrupulous competitor, ICG has also taken actions to damage

13 XPays’ valuable reputation among its affiliates and others in the adult internet
14 industry. On May 18, 2006, an authorized representative of ICG, who was clearly
15 acting on behalf of ICG, posted a number of statements on the popular adult
16 webmaster board on www.gfy.com accusing XPays of failing to pay monies owed to
17 ICG and of being financially insolvent (collectively, the “False Statements”).
18 Although XPays promptly proved that it had paid all monies owed to ICG, and then
19 demanded that ICG post an immediate retraction before any further damage could be
20 done, ICG refused to do so (and still has not done so). XPays is informed and
21 believes that a number business relationships that it has formed and cultivated over
22 many years have been damaged as a result of ICG’s malicious conduct. ICG is well
23 aware that accusing a company like XPays, whose success depends largely upon its
24 relationship with the many affiliates who regularly post on www.gfy.com, of not being
25 able to pay its affiliates will cause substantial and irreparable harm thereto.
26
27

SK INTERTAINMENT, INC.
17.

Defendant SK Intertainment, Inc. (“SK”) owns and operates one of the

28 most popular adult websites, www.mrskin.com, on the internet. Paid subscribers to
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1 that site have access to thousands of photographs of celebrities in various stages of
2 undress, as well as video clips depicting famous actors and actresses engaged in
3 intimate conduct. In an attempt to convince visitors to www.mrskin.com to become
4 paid subscribers, SK posted a number of explicit images from the Video in or around
5 February 2006 on introductory pages that are generally available to the public. XPays
6 is further informed and believes that SK posted clips from the Video on
7 www.mrskin.com, which were made available to its paid subscribers. XPays is
8 informed and believes that many potential buyers of the Video linked to
9 www.mrskin.com, as opposed to one of XPays’ two authorized websites, which
10 increased SK’s paid subscriptions and revenue.
11

18.

XPays is further informed and believes that SK, through its website

12 affiliate program at www.flashcash.com, sent an announcement in or around July
13 2004 notifying its many affiliates around the world that the Video was available on
14 its website, mrskin.nudesonline.com, in an effort to increase traffic thereto. The
15 announcement stated, in part, that “Mr. Skin sales have already started to see an
16 increase this week. Why? The Paris Hilton tape has been added to Mr. Skin and
17 surfers are drooling.” The announcement also directed SK’s affiliates to “Make sure
18 your Celeb traffic is pointed towards Paris and Mr. Skin to maximize your money!”
19 XPays is informed and believes that, due to this announcement, SK’s affiliates
20 directed many potential customers of the Video to mrskin.nudesonline.com. In that
21 regard, XPays is also informed and believes that SK’s affiliates compensated popular
22 search engines such as Google and Yahoo to direct those searching for the Video to
23 SK’s paid sites. XPays is informed and believes that many potential buyers of the
24 Video linked to SK’s sites, as opposed to one of XPays’ two authorized websites,
25 which increased the number of SK’s paid subscriptions and revenue. In addition to
26 the substantial business that it lost due to this unlawful conduct, XPays has been
27 substantially damaged in the marketplace by the confusion regarding the rights to the
28 Video caused thereby.
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1
2

ADULT PROFIT & LUCINA S.L.
19.

Defendant Adult Profit owns and operates a number of popular adult

3 websites, including www.freecelebritymoviearchive.com, which contain explicit
4 images and video clips depicting celebrities engaged in intimate conduct. Although
5 Adult Profit claims that memberships to this website are free, visitors are not given
6 access to the site unless they first purchase a subscription to www.callgirls.net, an
7 adult website owned and operated by Defendant Lucina S.L (“Lucina”). In an attempt
8 to persuade its visitors to purchase a paid subscription to www.call-girls.net, Lucina
9 has posted the announcement, “Still Showing: Paris Hilton Sex Videos,” an obvious
10 reference to the Video, on its main page. To further this unlawful scheme, Adult
11 Profit itself has prominently posted an explicit image of Ms. Hilton from the Video
12 on www.freecelebritymoviearchive.com on another webpage generally available to
13 the public. XPays is informed and believes that Adult Profit and Lucina, acting
14 together, have used the lure of the Video to increase traffic to their sites and generate
15 revenues therefrom. Furthermore, because the Video has apparently not, in fact, been
16 made available to Adult Profit’s nor Lucina’s paid subscribers, XPays has been
17 substantially damaged in the marketplace by the confusion regarding the rights to the
18 Video and feeling of ill will towards the Video caused thereby.
19
20

WEB TRAFFIC, INC.
20.

Defendant Web Traffic, Inc. (“Web Traffic”) owns and operates the

21 website, www.paparazzifilth.com, which offers paid subscribers access to an array of
22 celebrity sex videos. XPays is informed and believes that Web Traffic, who was also
23 named as an infringer in Mr. Salomon’s lawsuit several years ago, is allowing paid
24 subscribers access to the full Video despite repeated demands by XPays and others to
25 remove said content. XPays is further informed and believes that Web Traffic has for
26 months, if not years, been knowingly profiting from additional traffic that their
27 affiliates have been directing to www.paparazzifilth.com by touting to potential
28 customers by touting the availability of the Video thereon. Indeed, XPays is informed
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1 and believes that these affiliates have been using screen shots from the “member’s
2 area” of www.paparazzifilth.com to advertise the availability of the Video and lure
3 potential customers thereto. XPays is further informed and believes that Web Traffic
4 and its affiliates have compensated popular search engines such as Google and Yahoo
5 to direct Video-related traffic to www.paparazzifilth.com. XPays is informed and
6 believes

that

many

potential

buyers

of

the

Video

have

linked

to

7 www.paparazzifilth.com, as opposed to one of XPays’ two authorized websites. In
8 addition to losing revenue from Web Traffic’s unlawful exploitation of the Video,
9 XPays has been substantially damaged in the marketplace by the confusion regarding
10 the rights to the Video caused thereby.
11
12

TARASANT
21.

Defendant Tarasant owns and operates a number of adult websites,

13 including www.celebsunzipped.com, which offer paid subscribers access to an array
14 of celebrity sex videos. On the main page of www.celebsunzipped.com, Tarasant,
15 who was also named as an infringer in the lawsuit filed by Mr. Salomon several years
16 ago, has posted the statement that the Video is “finally here” next to a photo of the
17 DVD Video box cover, an obvious effort to convince those interested in the Video to
18 become a paid subscriber to that site. XPays is informed and believes that Tarasant
19 and its affiliates have compensated popular search engines such as Google and Yahoo
20 to direct those searching for the Video to www.celebsunzipped.com. XPays is
21 informed and believes that, as a result of this deceptive conduct, many potential
22 buyers of the Video have linked, and are still linking, to www.celebsunzipped.com,
23 as opposed to one of XPays’ two authorized sites, which has increased Tarasant’s paid
24 subscriptions and revenue. Because Tarasant did not, in fact, make the Video
25 available to paid subscribers of www.celebsunzipped.com, XPays also has been
26 substantially damaged in the marketplace by the confusion regarding the rights to the
27 Video and feeling of ill will towards the Video caused thereby.
28
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1
2

VEROTEL MERCHANT SERVICES B.V.
22.

Defendant Verotel Merchant Services B.V. (“Verotel”) has provided

3 crucial payment and billing services which have allowed Tarasant, Web Traffic, and
4 others to unlawfully exploit the Video for years. For example, Verotel has been
5 notified, in writing, numerous times of the rampant copyright infringement and unfair
6 business

practices

regarding

the

Video

occurring

on

the

websites,

7 www.paparazzifilth.com and www.celebsunzipped.com, both of which Verotel
8 supports with payment processing and other services. In spite of XPays’ repeated,
9 written demands to Verotel to suspend its payment processing and address the
10 unlawful conduct taking place on these sites, Verotel has repeatedly failed to do so
11 and, as such, continues to knowingly profit therefrom. In addition to losing revenues
12 from Verotel’s participation in, and outward support of, this unlawful conduct, XPays
13 has been substantially damaged in the marketplace by the confusion regarding the
14 rights to the Video and feeling of ill will towards the Video caused thereby.
15
16

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
23.

This action arises under the United States Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §

17 101, et seq., based on acts of copyright infringement committed in the United States,
18 and also arises based on acts committed in the United States which violate 15 U.S.C.
19 § 1125(a) of the Lanham Act. As such, this Court has exclusive jurisdiction of this
20 action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338.
21

24.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b)

22 because this is a judicial district in which a substantial part of the events of omissions
23 giving rise to the claims herein occurred.
24

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

25

(Against All Defendants Except Tarasant – Copyright Infringement)

26

25.

Plaintiff repeats, realleges, adopts and incorporates each and every

27 allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth
28 herein.
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26.

With regard to this lawsuit and the claims herein, XPays has obtained the

2 exclusive rights to enforce the copyrights and other righst in the Video regarding the
3 internet exploitation of same. By engaging in the conduct alleged herein, Defendants
4 except Tarasant have directly infringed, or have actively engaged and profited from
5 the infringement of, Plaintiff’s rights under the Copyright Act in and to the Video.
6

27.

At no time has Plaintiff consented to Defendants’ unlawful conduct

7 described herein, including but not limited to the copying, exploitation, distribution
8 and dissemination of the Video. At the time they engaged in the conduct alleged
9 herein, Defendants had actual and constructive knowledge of Plaintiff’s exclusive
10 copyrights in the Video. Defendants’ actions toward the infringements of those
11 copyrights have been intentional, willful and with full knowledge of Plaintiff’s rights.
12

28.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ infringements of

13 Plaintiff’s copyrights in and to the Video, Plaintiff is entitled to damages as well as
14 Defendants’ profits for each infringement pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 504(b).
15 Alternatively, Plaintiff is entitled to the maximum statutory damages of One Hundred
16 Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) for each infringement pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §
17 504(c), or for such other amount as may be proper pursuant to same. Plaintiff is
18 further entitled to its attorneys’ fees and full costs pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 505.
19

29.

Defendants’ conduct threatens to cause, is causing, and unless enjoined

20 and restrained by this Court, will continue to cause Plaintiff great and irreparable
21 injury that cannot fully be compensated for or measured in money damages alone.
22 Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law. Pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 502, Plaintiff is
23 entitled to preliminary and permanent injunctive relief prohibiting further
24 infringements of its exclusive copyrights in the Video.
25 \ \ \
26 \ \ \
27 \ \ \
28 \ \ \
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

2

(Against All Defendants – False Designation or Representation –

3

Violations of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) of the Lanham Act)

4

30.

Plaintiff repeats, realleges, adopts and incorporates each and every

5 allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth
6 herein.
7

31.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

8 Defendants, and each of them, violated 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) and (c) of the Lanham Act
9 by expressly and impliedly making false designations or representations of the
10 Video’s origin. Specifically, Defendants, and each of them, falsely represented to
11 interested consumers that they were authorized to copy, distribute, or otherwise
12 exploit the Video, thereby misleading these consumers into believing that Plaintiff,
13 the well-known rights owner, had authorized this conduct.
14

32.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

15 Defendants, and each of them, through the wrongful conduct alleged herein, intended
16 to cause, and has caused, confusion and deception among the consuming public,
17 particularly among those who are interested in viewing the Video. Defendants, and
18 each of them, have falsely and fraudulently suggested and represented to the public
19 that Plaintiff has sanctioned, authorized and approved of their wrongful conduct.
20

33.

Defendants’ wrongful conduct, as alleged herein, resulted in a dilution

21 of the value of the Plaintiff’s copyrights and other valuable rights in the Video,
22 thereby diminishing their value, all to the detriment and damage to Plaintiff.
23

34.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that, unless

24 the Court issues temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief, restraining
25 and enjoining Defendants, and each of them, from their wrongful conduct, Defendants
26 will continue to infringe upon its valuable copyrights and other rights in the Video and
27 exploit the Video in a misleading and deceptive manner.
28
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35.

As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid wrongful acts of

2 Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount that is not yet
3 fully ascertainable, but which is believed to be in excess of One Million Dollars
4 ($1,000,000), according to proof at trial. Plaintiffs are also entitled, pursuant to 15
5 U.S.C. § 1117(a) and 1125(a), to three (3) times Defendants’ profits or actual
6 damages, whichever total is greater, plus costs of suit including reasonable attorneys'
7 fees.
8

36.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful acts, as hereinabove alleged,

9 Defendants, and each of them, have been unjustly enriched and have benefitted from
10 their wrongful acts at the expense of Plaintiff. Defendants, and each of them, should
11 be ordered to pay Plaintiff the entire amount by which they have been unjustly
12 enriched.
13

37.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that the

14 wrongful conduct of Defendants, as herein alleged, was fraudulent, oppressive and
15 malicious, and was done in conscious disregard for the rights of Plaintiff. As a result
16 thereof, Plaintiff is entitled to recover exemplary and punitive damages from
17 Defendants pursuant to California Civil Code § 3294.
18

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

19

(Against All Defendants – Unfair Competition)

20

38.

Plaintiff repeats, realleges, adopts and incorporates each and every

21 allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth
22 herein.
23

39.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

24 Defendants, and each of them, by their acts and omissions herein alleged, have
25 engaged in unlawful, unfair and fraudulent business practices, unfair competition, and
26 false advertising, and have utilized the aforesaid improper, unlawful and tortious
27 means to unjustly enrich themselves by, among other things, misappropriating, using
28 and exploiting, without right, title or authority, the aforesaid copyrights and other
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1 valuable rights in the Video owned by Plaintiff.
2

40.

The foregoing acts of Defendants described hereinabove constitute unfair

3 competition, unfair business practices and false advertising in violation of, among
4 other things, California Business & Professions Code §§ 17200 through 17204, 17500
5 and 17535.
6

41.

Defendants' unfair, misleading and deceptive conduct regarding the

7 Video has created confusion in the public’s mind regarding Plaintiff’s support of
8 Defendants, their products and services, and their own exploitation of the Video, and
9 has resulted in the dilution of value in Plaintiff's copyrights and other substantial
10 rights in the Video.
11

42.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that, unless

12 the Court issues temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief, restraining
13 and enjoining Defendants, and each of them, from their wrongful conduct, Defendants
14 will continue to infringe upon its valuable copyrights and other rights in the Video and
15 exploit the Video in a misleading and deceptive manner.
16

43.

As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid wrongful acts of

17 Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount that is not yet
18 fully ascertainable, but which is believed to be in excess of One Million Dollars
19 ($1,000,000), or according to proof at trial.
20

44.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful acts, as hereinabove alleged,

21 Defendants, and each of them, have been unjustly enriched and have benefitted from
22 their wrongful acts at the expense of Plaintiff. Defendants, and each of them, should
23 be ordered to pay Plaintiff the entire amount by which they have been unjustly
24 enriched.
25

45.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that the

26 wrongful conduct of Defendants, as herein alleged, was fraudulent, oppressive and
27 malicious, and was done in conscious disregard for the rights of Plaintiff. As a result
28 thereof, Plaintiff is entitled to recover exemplary and punitive damages from
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1 Defendants pursuant to California Civil Code § 3294.
2

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

3

(Against Defendant ICG Only – Libel )

4

46.

Plaintiff repeats, realleges, adopts and incorporates each and every

5 allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth
6 herein.
7

47.

Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant ICG caused the False

8 Statements to be printed, published, disseminated and circulated throughout the adult
9 internet industry and, in doing so, intended that the False Statements would be heard
10 and read by persons throughout said industry.
11

48.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that basis alleges that Defendant

12 ICG made the False Statements with knowledge that they were false or with a reckless
13 disregard of their truth, intended the False Statements to be published in a manner that
14 would harm Plaintiff, and either knew or recklessly disregarded the fact that they
15 would cause Plaintiff to suffer substantial damages.
16

49.

The False Statements are reasonably susceptible of a defamatory meaning

17 on their face in that they, among other things, portrayed Plaintiff as a dishonest and
18 unscrupulous company and attacked its reputation among the many affiliates with
19 whom it conducts business, as well as the many affiliates with whom it wishes to do
20 business in the future. Plaintiff is informed and believes that the publishing of the
21 False Statements had a tendency to directly injure Plaintiff throughout its industry,
22 and that the False Statements were made with actual malice, i.e., with knowledge that
23 they were false or, at a minimum, with a reckless disregard as to their truth.
24

50.

Plaintiff is informed and believes that, as a direct and proximate result

25 of the aforementioned acts of Defendant ICG, Plaintiff has suffered general and
26 special damages in an amount according to proof at trial.
27
28
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51.

Plaintiff is informed and believes that the aforementioned acts of

2 Defendant ICG was done intentionally or with a conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s
3 rights and with the intent to vex, injure or annoy Plaintiff such as to constitute
4 oppression, fraud, or malice. Thus, Plaintiff is entitled to exemplary and punitive
5 damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an example of Defendants ICG and
6 to deter such conduct by ICG and others in the future, the amount of which shall be
7 proven at trial.
8

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

9

(Against All Defendants – Accounting)

10

52.

Plaintiff repeats, realleges, adopts and incorporates each and every

11 allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth
12 herein.
13

53.

Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that

14 Defendants, and each of them, have received revenues by virtue of the wrongful
15 conduct, as alleged herein. As such, Plaintiff is entitled to that Defendants’ profits
16 attributable to that wrongful conduct. The amount of these profits is presently
17 unknown and, because Plaintiff does not have access to Defendants' books and
18 records, the total amount cannot be ascertained without an accounting.
19

54.

Plaintiff is entitled to an accounting from Defendants of all revenues and

20 profits earned and received by Defendants, and each of them in connection with the
21 wrongful conduct alleged herein. The accounting will show any profits now due and
22 owing to Plaintiff based thereon.
23

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

24

(Against All Defendants – Constructive Trust)

25

55.

Plaintiff repeats, realleges, adopts and incorporates each and every

26 allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth
27 herein.
28
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56.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful conduct alleged herein, Defendants,

2 and each of them, have been unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiff, and will
3 very likely continue to receive money and/or other valuable consideration and benefits
4 in the future based thereon.
5

57.

Plaintiff is entitled to an accounting from Defendants of all revenues and

6 profits earned and received by Defendants, and each of them in connection with the
7 wrongful conduct alleged herein. The accounting will show any profits now due and
8 owing to Plaintiff based thereon. Plaintiff is further entitled to injunctive relief against
9 Defendants, and each of them, restraining them from transferring such funds during
10 the pendency of this action, so that meaningful equitable relief may be obtained upon
11 entry of a judgment herein.
12

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff pray for a judgment against Defendants, and each of

13 them, as follows:
14 AS TO THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
15

1.

An amount of damages to be determined at trial which is equal to either:

16 (a) actual damages sustained by Plaintiff and profits derived by each of the Defendants
17 as a result of their infringing conduct alleged herein; or (b) statutory damages in the
18 maximum amount of $150,000 for each individual infringement;
19

2.

For attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 505:

20

3.

For preliminary and permanent injunctive relief prohibiting further

21 infringements of Plaintiff’s exclusive copyrights in the Video pursuant to 17 U.S.C.
22 § 502;
23 AS TO THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:
24

4.

General and special damages of not less than One Million Dollars

25 ($1,000,000), or according to proof at trial, together with interest thereon at the legal
26 rate;
27

5.

For damages in an amount three-times Defendants’ profits, or actual

28 damages, whichever is greater, plus costs of suit including reasonable attorneys' fees;
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6.

Exemplary and punitive damages in an amount according to proof at the

7.

For permanent injunctive relief, restraining and enjoining Defendants,

2 trial;
3

4 and each of them, from the wrongful course of conduct alleged herein;
5 AS TO THE THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION:
6

8.

General and special damages of not less than One Million Dollars

7 ($1,000,000), or according to proof at trial, together with interest thereon at the legal
8 rate;
9

9.

Exemplary and punitive damages in an amount according to proof at trial;

10

10.

For permanent injunctive relief, restraining and enjoining Defendants,

11 and each of them, from the wrongful course of conduct alleged herein;
12 AS TO THE FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION:
13

11.

For damages against Defendant ICG in an amount according to proof at

12.

For exemplary and punitive damages against Defendant ICG in an

14 trial;
15

16 amount sufficient to punish and deter it and others from committing similar acts in the
17 future;
18 AS TO THE FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION:
19

13.

A full and complete accounting from Defendants, and each of them,

20 concerning all monies or other things of value received by Defendants, directly and/or
21 indirectly in connection with their wrongful conduct herein alleged;
22 AS TO THE SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION:
23

14.

For an order of this Court that Defendants, and each of them, are

24 involuntary trustees holding all of the funds which were received by Defendants from
25 their wrongful conduct, as alleged herein, in a constructive trust for the benefit of
26 Plaintiff;
27
28
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